Energetic Profiling sessions with Nishant

"Identifying the Blueprint of your Aura, Subtle bodies & Soul"

We all have an energy field around us which is our "Unique" energetic signature. Scientifically it is called the 'Bio-electromagnetic field' & spiritually it is called the 'Aura'. This field extends to about 5-6 feet in all directions around us and is used as the primary interface to interact with the world around us. If this is clear & refined, we live our life with complete clarity and if it is cloudy or dirty, we get confused and begin attracting problems in our lives.

This auric field (aura) is like a vessel and has many layers which are primarily known as the various layers of the aura or the Panchakosha in Ayurveda. The various energetic layers contain our physical & subtle bodies and if we can somehow know how to read or scan this aura we can tap into the energetic information flowing within each of our bodies.

“As a psychic intuitive channel, Nishant tunes into the various layers of your aura to see what the blueprint of energies you are carrying around and how are they impacting your life. Once identified, then we can easily use energetic remedies & vibrational energy medicine therapies to bring your energetic system back in harmony”

For example, Reading the aura of the:

• **Physical body:** Allows us to read the energy of our whole physical organs and know their status of health. If we are truly healthy or not!

• **Mental body:** Allows us to read the mental belief patterns that either propel us towards Success or Create failures in our lives that block us from expressing ourselves to achieve our true potential.
• **Emotional body:** Allows us to tap into our emotions and see which emotions are running our life on an auto-pilot mode. Once we can recognize the emotion, we can use appropriate techniques to switch the emotion from a negative emotion to a positive uplifting emotion.

• **Spiritual body:** Allows us to tap into the karmic layer of our soul to access information about our Soul’s evolution. Our level of consciousness, Life lessons that we are here to learn at this time of our lives, Karmic patterns that are blocking us from moving forward or growing in life etc.

• **Astral or Energetic Body:** Since physical body is a replica of our energetic body, whatever happens in the physical body (diseases or illness, even aches & pains, infections, accidents etc.,) first appear as an energetic flaw in our energetic body which is also known as the 'Etheric body'. In short it is the Blueprint of our physical body.

**Chakra Analysis:** Our chakras are the power stations or the energy centres which absorb the universal energy and supply it to our subtle bodies, much like our respiratory system pulls in oxygen to supply it to our body and release carbon dioxide. We are as healthy as our Chakra’s. So tuning them up to their maximum efficiency is the key for maintaining a good health at all the above mentioned levels of the aura.

**Benefits:**
- Know your True Potential
- Identify limiting belief systems & Ways to Change them
- Recognize the key emotions which govern your life automatically & Proven scientific strategies to change them
- Reveal hidden traits & talents as per your individual soul consciousness & Life lesson
- To know your Life lesson and work in accordance to it
- Align yourself with a higher awareness so that you can make wise decisions that affect your health at all levels of your existence
- It also WARNS you in advance of the forthcoming Illnesses, Diseases, Events & with time tested remedies you can successfully avoid them or in some case reduce their negative effects too.
- Protect yourself from unwanted influences such as negative energies, ill-intentions, harmful radiations, Geopathic stress or negative environmental influences.

**Remedial Action plan (RAP System)**

It is the simple system of action steps which contain DIY remedies which are given to you at the end of the session to help you:

- Resolve blockages
- Increase the health of chakras
- Neutralize the negative emotional charge
- Change limiting belief systems
- Increase your overall vibrational levels in the energetic body
- To protect you from further creating damage in your auric body
**Spiritual Life Coaching**

An active way to handle the issues identified in the reading session is by taking part in “Spiritual Life Coaching” sessions. In these sessions, the problems are identified and then a strategy is created around the issues that need to be resolved. It is an active phase of healing which involves the client to take full responsibility and partner up with Nishant to create and achieve the desired solutions.

Here: We combines time tested healing principles of energy healing, Clinical psychology, Techniques Like NLP & Psych-k® to change belief systems permanently, Aura cleansing & chakra healing to maintain the energies in our bodies.

Sessions are conducted once a week in person or online via Skype wherein the Coach (Nishant) will assess your improvement and give you step by step instructions to move from “Where you are currently” TO “Where you want to Be”.

**Minimum duration of this program to give concrete visible Results is: 3 months**
About Nishant

Nishant is an IT engineer by qualification but an Energy medicine enthusiast by choice. He is passionate about "Integrating Science & Spirituality" and has over 11 years of rich experience in Human energy field (Aura) & Spiritual mediumship. Blessed with unique gifts like Channeling & Mediumship, he has the ability to connect with beings in the higher dimensions and the spirit world for guidance & healing. He has also channelled several books on Shamballa as guided by the Saptarishis.

With his intuitive gifts he can easily see the invisible energy layers that surround us which is called the Auric field. He works with the most prominent doctors and scientists around the globe as an expert in the field of Aura, ESP, Psychic & Paranormal phenomenon, Radionics, Consciousness & Energy medicine.

As a result of his channelled knowledge, experience and scientific research studies he has developed a method for "Aura awakening which empowers people to understand the human energy system and a step-by-step method to harness our energy system for improving & balancing every aspect of our lives. After all, all energy healing starts with energy body so it is very crucial to understand the nature of our energy body and its energy system clearly.

To Book a Session NOW Kindly Connect with Nishant@ 9873503437
Website: www.WisdomFromLight.com
Email: Nishant.light@gmail.com